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 ୫ފ

Opening Remarks

Ms. Fumiko Hayashi

๒ࢍᩋ
Mayor, City of Yokohama

టஓɁʁʽʧʂɰʪɥᄒറȻȧˢ፳ȾᣊțɞȦȻȟȺȠǾ۾۰бಂȺȬǿᩒϸȾȕȲɝȧ
ࠅӌɥȗȲȳȠɑȪȲȦȻȾǾՀȢॅᇊ႑Ȫ˨ȥɑȬǿ
²°±³ࢳɁቼᴲ͢وឰȺɂǾᇹᒲᡵǾॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɁᛵॴɥᜮțǾ
Ȉ๒ȉ
ՒɆ
Ȉ๒ᚐӦ႕ȉ
ȾȝȗȹǾཟґȻȪȹ
ȈɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɁʴ˂ʊ˂ʁʍʡˁᠭഈȉ
ȟ
ૡȥɜɟɑȪȲǿȦɟɥܑൡȾǾÊÉÃÁȻ๒ࢍȟԦӌȪǾɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɁᠭഈɥୈȬ
ɞ
Ȉஓɬʟʴɵˁʝʂʗʃɰ˂ʨʽ̬ํʡʷɺʳʪȉ
ɥʃʉ˂ʒȗȲȪɑȪȲǿȦɟɑȺǾȾ
²±ɵّȞɜ¹µջɁʝʂʗʃɰ˂ʨʽɥ๒ȾȝᣊțȪǾॴܤᠭഈୈɗʂɱʽʊ˂ஃ
ኍȾȷȗȹǾʣʃʒʡʳɹʐɭʃɥцȬɞȦȻȺǾȽɞᚐӦɥऻઃȪȪȹȗɑȬǿȰɁፀ
ǾʠʵɷʔʟɫʇɁॴܤᠭഈɂǾّ࢜ऻȾ
Ȉɵɮʆʽȉ
ȽȼɁஓటࣻʝʂʗʃਖ਼ศɥጽ؆
ȾɝоɟǾᒲّɁ
Ȉ̔ྡʨʽɾ˂ႇഈఊТᇸᢡҋᐐ᠈ȉ
ɥՙ᠈ȪɑȪȲǿȰȪȹǾ๒Ɂܤ
ॴᠭഈɕǾɬʟʴɵɁᄒറɁ
Ȉ̷ɁȲɔǾᇋ͢ɁȲɔȉ
ȻȗșᯚȗॖȻǾٌᫍɥ̋ɝᠰțɔȽȗষྒȾǾ۾ȗȾӢȸȤɜɟȹȗɑȬǿ
టஓɂǾȦșȪȲᴲࢳᩖȾɢȲɞ
Ȉஓɬʟʴɵˁʝʂʗʃɰ˂ʨʽ̬ํʡʷɺʳʪȉ
ɁɥᡍɑțǾʝʂʗʃɥᣮȫȲᇋ͢۰ᬆɁժᑤॴɥȶ
ȹɑȗɝɑȬǿˢ̷Ⱥɕ۹ȢɁȟǾɬʟʴɵɁఝ఼ɥᐎțǾȲȽጸɥܿɔɞˢȷɁȠȶȞȤȾȽɟɃǾȦɁ˨ȽȗɆȺȬǿ
ɬʟʴɵȺɂǾॴܤᤎȟȰɁྒȻਗ਼ᑤɥᄉȪǾผˁጽຑȽȼ۹ࠢȾɢȲɞґȺ๊ᡮȟɦȺȠȹȗɑȬǿȪȞȪǾ௪ӌɗ៥ٌǾ
ఖɑȽȗݗܬǾგȽȼǾ۹ȢɁٌᫍɥțɞॴܤɗߵܤȲȴȟǾΗུȻȪȹ۹ȢȗɞȦȻɕးȺȬǿȬɌȹɁॴܤȻߵܤȲȴȟǾާпɥ
ί᪩ȨɟǾᒲґɁժᑤॴɥαȫȹۼɥૢɔɞɛșǾᇹȲȴɂȨɜȽɞྒɥɕȶȹ۰ᬆȾɝጸɑȽȤɟɃȽɝɑȮɦǿɬʟʴɵȾȝȗȹ
ᅊɁʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄɥးȪǾॴܤȟધȹɞᑤӌɥԚґȾᄉȺȠɞᇋ͢ɥͽȶȹȗȢȦȻɂǾ̾ऻǾ˰ႜጽຑɁᛵȻȽɞɬʟʴɵȟǾᇋ͢ˁ
ጽຑˁၥہɁᬂȺᝩ֪ɁȻɟȲᄉࠕɥᤁȥɞ۾ȠȽӌȻȽɝɑȬǿॴܤȟᑤӌɥᄉȪǾ๊ᡮȺȠɞᇋ͢ɥးȪȹȗȢȦȻɂǾɬʟʴɵ
ɁɒȽɜȭǾ˰ႜյّȾȻȶȹ۾۰ᛵȽᝥᭉȺȬǿᇹᒲᡵǾµ°ࢳ͏˨ȾɢȲɝ႒ॴᇋ͢Ɂ˹ȺЄȗȹȠȲጽ᮷ȞɜᆬαȪȲȦȻȟȕɝ
ɑȬǿȰɟɂǾ႒ॴ˹॑ɁጸᎥȾॴܤȟՎ႕ȪǾՔɁऐɒɥᄉȬɞȦȻȺǾጸᎥȟ๊ॴԇȪǾɛɝᓦȗȟႆɒҋȨɟɞȻȗșȦȻ
ȺȬǿ
ȨɜȽɞʂɱʽʊ˂ɁࢲኄɥးȬɞȲɔȾɂǾॴܤȻ႒ॴȟԦӌȪȹȗȢȦȻȟඑȞȮɑȮɦǿɑȨȾ႒ॴɕֆɔǾᝤɕȟʂɱʽʊ˂
ɁࢲኄȻȗșཟȺᇋ͢ɥȷɔᄽȪǾ۰ᬆȬɞʃʐ˂ʂȾҢ఼ȪȹȗɑȬǿ๒ࢍɂǾȦɁȲɆɁʁʽʧʂɰʪɁɥᡍɑțǾɬʟʴ
ɵɁॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȾˢ࠙ɝጸɦȺɑȗɝɑȬǿటஓɁʁʽʧʂɰʪȟɝ۹ȗɕɁȻȽɝǾȨɜȽɞᚐӦȾȷȽȟɞȻᆬαȪ
ȹȗɑȬǿцȾਖ਼ɥଆțǾҰȪȹȗȠɑȪɚșǿ
I am delighted and honored to take part in this symposium with you. I would like to warmly thank everyone who helped to make this
important event possible.
During TICAD V in 2013, I had the opportunity to highlight the importance of women’s empowerment. At that meeting, women’s
leadership and entrepreneurship were included as a focus area of both the Yokohama Declaration and the Yokohama Action Plan. That
commitment paved the way to the founding of the Japan-Africa Business Women Exchange Program, which was launched by JICA and
the City of Yokohama to support entrepreneurship by African women. To date, 95 businesswomen from 21 African countries have come
to Yokohama to take part in the program, and the sharing of best practices for support for women entrepreneurs and gender policies is
serving as a source of inspiration and driving force for progress. Among the program’s alumni is a businesswoman who, after returning
to her homeland of Burkina Faso, incorporated Kaizen and other Japanese business practices into her management style. Her eﬀorts
earned her the country’s top award for exporters of dried mangoes. This program also inspires Yokohama’s businesswomen by bringing
them into contact with their African counterparts’ dedication to serving people and society and passion to overcome all obstacles.
The five years of insights gained from the Japan-Africa Business Women Exchange Program will help guide us as we explore
possibilities for transforming society through business. It will be my greatest pleasure if the door to new initiatives in women’s
empowerment is opened by this gathering of inspired minds focused on Africa’s future.
The women of Africa have used their passion and talents to increasingly play active roles in all corners of society, including politics
and the economy. Sadly, however, many women and girls still face a plethora of hardships such as violence, poverty, unwanted
pregnancies, and disease. For this reason, we must work even harder to bring about the changes that will enable all women and girls
to enjoy a safe environment where they can believe in themselves and make their dreams come true. Africa is poised to become a
cornerstone of the global economy. By building up communities that are founded on true gender equality and empower women to
exercise the full potential of their talents, Africa will gain immense power to achieve harmonious growth on the social, economic, and
environmental fronts.
The question of how to bring about a society where women can use their potential to play active roles is a critical challenge not just
for Africa, but for the entire world. I have worked for more than 50 years in a male-dominated society. That experience has given me
the ﬁrm belief that when a male-centric organization opens up to women and allows both sexes to bring their strengths to bear, it will
become more dynamic and produce better results. Gender equality cannot advance unless both women and men join forces. We have
entered a new era where all people re-examine society through the lens of gender equality and take action to bring change.
Going forward, the City of Yokohama, informed by the ideas and proposals that will emerge from this symposium, will step up its
eﬀorts to contribute to the empowerment of African women. Let us join hands and stride towards a bright future!
Thank you.
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 Υފ

۶өһ۾ᒮ

Ms. Toshiko Abe

State Minister for Foreign Aﬀairs, MOFA

ᄒȨɑǾȦɦȾȴɂǿ۶өһ۾ᒮɥȨȮȹȗȲȳȗȹȝɝɑȬΥފȻ႑ȪɑȬǿటஓɂǾ
ȝગȠȗȲȳȠɑȪȹȕɝȟȻșȧȩȗɑȬǿ
̾ǾஓటɗɬʟʴɵɁɒȽɜȭǾ˰ႜȾȝȠɑȪȹॴܤȟ٣ᑤӌɥȼɁɛșȾᯚɔǾᄉ
ȪȹȗȢɁȞǾาᄻȟᪿɑȶȹȗɑȬǿ̾ࢳ¶ఌǾஓటȟឰᩋɥөɔȲÇ²°۾᩸ɿʩʍʒȺɂǾ
ʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȻॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȟǾધፖժᑤȺӿજᄑȽጽຑᩋɁȲɔȾ˪ժ
එȺȕɞȻȗșȦȻȟѓᆬᝓȨɟɑȪȲǿÇ²°ᮐᑲȺɂǾәЄӌՎӏȾȝȤɞ႒ܤᩖ
ɁಐࢃழඩɁӓӌɥӏᣱԇȪȹȗȢȦȻǾɁᯚȗқኄˁ˹ኄଡ଼ᑎǾÓÔÅÍ ଡ଼ᑎǾɑȲʑʂ
ʉʵ੫ᚓɋɁɬɹʅʃɥױȬɞȦȻǾȨɜȾɂॴܤɁʝʂʗʃʴ˂ʊ˂ɗᠭഈɥᑎȬ
ɞȦȻɁᛵॴȟᣖɌɜɟɑȪȲǿ
ʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȻȬɌȹɁॴܤȻܤзɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɥᤎȬɞȦȻɂǾધፖժᑤȽ
ᩒᄉᄻൈɁ±ȷȻȪȹૡȥɜɟȹȗɑȬǿȰɁژᇀȻȪȹǾȬɌȹɁॴܤȟɁᯚȗқኄˁ˹ኄଡ଼ᑎȾɬɹʅʃȺȠɞȦȻɂᛵȺȬǿ̾ࢳ
³ఌɁّ᪨͢ॴܤឰ ×Á×ᴞȾȝȗȹɂǾʘ˂ʣʵࢲ֪᠈ՙ᠈ᐐɁʨʳʳˁʰʃʟʀɮȨɦȟǾଡ଼ᑎɥՙȤɞȦȻȟȺȠȽȗ̷ႆɂఝ఼ɥ
ᩐȩȪǾᇋ͢Ⱦ៤စȬɞൡ͢ɥॴܤȞɜܡșȦȻȺȕɞȻଊȪɑȪȲǿஓటɂ²°²°ࢳɑȺɁ³ࢳᩖȺߵȽȢȻɕ´°°˥̷Ɂᣩ˨ّɁܤ
ॴȲȴȾɁᯚȗଡ଼ᑎǾ̷యᑎɁൡ͢ɥ૬ΖȪǾާпˁާ॑Ƚଡ଼ᑎၥہɁ϶ɥᚐșȦȻɥጙశȪǾᚐȪȹȗɞȻȦɠȺȧȩȗɑȬǿ
ɑȲǾॴܤɂ̷ɗ٥ڒȻ߈ȾᩜɢɝǾႆ๊ȾᩜȬɞៈߋȽᅺឧɥધȷϿտȟȕɝǾ˰Ɂ˹Ⱥ॒ᛵȻȨɟȹȗȽȟɜȗɑȳȾढȻȽȶ
ȹȗȽȗႆ๊ʕ˂ʄȾಏȩȪȲֿףɥ९ȗȷȢᠭഈȻȽɞժᑤॴɕᇿɔȹȗɑȬǿ
ˢȺǾᠭഈȬɞ᪨ȾॴܤȾȻȶȹ˪ҟȽศ϶ɗҤȟȕɞّɕ۹ȢȕɝɑȬǿिȶȹ²ࢳҰǾɬʟʴɵɥֆɓᣩ˨ّɁॴܤᠭഈǾɑȲǾ
ॴܤȟᤆ؆Ȭɞ˹ߴ͙ഈȟᄽᬂȬɞٌᫍɥгఏȬɞȲɔǾஓటɥֆɓ±´ɵّȟॴܤᠭഈᦂɮʕʁɬʋʠᴥ×åÆéᴦ
ɥᜫȪɑȪȲǿ
ஓటɂµ¬°°°˥ʓʵɥચҋȗȲȪɑȪȹǾୈɥՙȤȲॴܤȟጽຑӌǾɑȲᒲȬɞӌɥीȹᑤӌɥᄉȬɞൡ͢ɥऻઃȪȪȹȗɞȻȦ
ɠȺȬǿጦ̚ɗདȻȗȶȲมȾȝȠɑȪȹɕǾॴܤɗܤзɁᒲǾՎ႕ɁးȽȢȪȹᇋ͢ɗጽຑȟᄉࠕȬɞȦȻɂȕɝɑȮɦǿஓట
ɂÕÎ ×ïíåîɥᣮȫȹԧʃ˂ʊʽǾɵʫʵ˂ʽǾɲʋɴʞɬǾɻʕɬǾʔɮʂɱʴɬǾɽʽɾǾ˹܄ɬʟʴɵǾʨʴȽȼȾȝȠɑȪȹǾጦ̚
Ɂफᬭ˩ȾȕɞॴܤՒɆܤзȾߦȪȹୈɥᚐȶȹȗɑȬǿ
ᝤɅȻɝɝරȨȽȗǾધፖժᑤȺӿଈӌȻ۹റॴɁȕɞᇋ͢ɁးɁȲɔȾɂǾॴܤᒲᡵȟɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȨɟǾᇋ͢Ⱦ۰ᬆɥɕ
ȲɜȬઆȗਖ਼ȻȽȶȹȗȢȦȻȟඑȞȮɑȮɦǿ
̾وɁʁʽʧʂɰʪȾȝȠɑȪȹǾȨɑȩɑȽ๊ӦɥɔɜɟȹȠȲᄊ۔ᐐɁᄒȨɑȞɜɁጽ᮷ȟцȨɟǾɑȲǾᇉדȾߋɓឰᝲȟ
ᚐɢɟɞȦȻɥ॑Ȟɜఙश႑Ȫ˨ȥɑȬǿȕɝȟȻșȧȩȗɑȪȲǿ
Hello, everyone. I'm Toshiko Abe, State Minister for Foreign Aﬀairs. Thank you for inviting me today.
Now, how women enhance and exert their potential ability is drawing attention not only in Japan and Africa but also all over the
world. It was reaﬃrmed at the G20 Osaka Summit hosted by Japan this June that gender equality and women's empowerment are
indispensable for sustainable and inclusive economic growth. The importance of accelerating the eﬀorts to reduce the gender gap
in workforce participation, quality primary, secondary and STEM education, improvement of access to digital skills and also fostering
female business leaders and entrepreneurs was stated in the G20 Summit Declaration.
Gender equality and achieving empowerment of all women and girls are part of the Sustainable Development Goals. As a basis
for this, it's important that every woman can access quality primary and secondary education. Nobel Peace Prize winner Ms. Malala
Yousafzai pointed out at the World Assembly for Women (WAW!) this March that having a life where a woman is unable to get an
education means closing their future and depriving them of the opportunity to contribute to society. Japan promised to provide the
opportunity for quality education and developing human resources for at least four million women in developing countries and to
develop safe and secure education environments in three years by 2020 and is now in the process of carrying this out.
Women tend to be involved with people and the local area and have abundant knowledge about living. And so, they also have the
potential of becoming entrepreneurs who can think of products which are based on the needs for living but have not yet been realized.
On the other hand, some countries have legal systems or regulations unfavorable to women when they try to start businesses. For
this reason, 14 countries including Japan established the Women Entrepreneurs Finance Initiative (We-Fi) two years ago so that
female entrepreneurs and small and medium-scale enterprises run by women in developing countries including Africa can get over
the diﬃculties they face. Japan donated 50 million dollars and supports women utilizing their abilities with economic power and the
power of becoming independent. Even during conﬂicts or disasters, societies and economies cannot develop without realizing the
independence and participation of women and girls. Japan supports women and girls being aﬀected by conﬂicts in the Republic of
South Sudan, Republic of Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic, Republic
of Mali, and so forth, through UN Women.
It is inevitable that women themselves are empowered and become leaders to change societies to realize sustainable, inclusive and
diverse societies without leaving anyone behind.
I sincerely hope that we can share the experiences of presenters who have introduced various activities and have highly innovative
discussions in this symposium.
Thank you.
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ӏᗵ ޫ

ᚐศ̷ّ᪨ԦӌൡഫᴥÊÉÃÁᴦျ̜

Mr. Hiroshi Kato

Vice President The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

୫ފ๒ࢍᩋǾΥފ۶өһ۾ᒮǾȰȪȹȧҚ࢚ɁᄒȨɑǾȠɚșɂරՋȪȗ˹Ǿ
ȦɁɮʣʽʒȾȝᠰȪȗȲȳȠɑȪȹǾȾȕɝȟȻșȧȩȗɑȬǿॴܤǾȰȪȹߵܤȲȴɁ
ӌɥᄉȨȮɞȦȻȟ˰ႜɁᄉࠕɁȲɔȾᛵȺȕɞȦȻǾȦɁȦȻɂஒȾȝ̷̝Ɂʃʞ˂
ɵ˂ɕଊȨɟȹȝɜɟɑȪȲȟǾȰɁᛵॴȾȷȗȹɂȽɞɥɑȴɑȮɦǿȰɁ˨Ⱥ
ᇹȞɜɂǾȦɁ˿ϸɁيͶɁ±ȷȺȕɝɑȬÊÉÃÁ ȟȲȬमҾȾȷȗȹߵȪ႑Ȫ˨ȥȲȗ
Ȼ९ȗɑȬǿ
ᄒȨɦɁ۹ȢɂǾÊÉÃÁɂࣈᩒᄉӒǾÏÄÁɥஃȬɞൡᩜȺȕȶȹǾɕȶɄɜࣈȻ
̜̈́ɥȪȹȗɞൡᩜȺȕɞȻ९ȶȹȗɜȶȪɖɞȞɕȪɟɑȮɦȤɟȼɕǾɂ॒ȭȪɕȰ
ɟɃȞɝȺɂȕɝɑȮɦǿࣈɁᄒȨɦǾуцʅɹʉ˂ɁȁȻˢ፳Ⱦ̜̈́ɥȨȮȹȗȲȳ
ȢȻպȾǾఊᣋȺɂᩖʅɹʉ˂ɁȁȻɕˢ፳ȾԦЄɥȨȮȹȗȲȳȗȹȗɑȬǿ
±ȷǾщͶɥ႑Ȫ˨ȥɑȪɚșǿʔɮʂɱʴɬɁరᕶȾɮʫȨɦȻȗșȟȝɝǾयܤɂࢍکȺᕗɥۨȶȹႆɥȹȹȗɜȶȪɖɞ
ɢȤȺȬȤɟȼɕǾȦɁʔɮʂɱʴɬɁɮʫȨɦȻȗșɂǾȦɟɑȺᦂᙤൡᩜɋɁɬɹʅʃȟȽȞȶȲȟȲɔȾ۾۰˪ᒲႏȽ९ȗɥȨɟ
ȹȗȲȻȗșȦȻȟȕɝɑȪȲǿȰȦȾȕɞᦿᚐɁȟးɟȹǾɮʫȨɦȟᦿᚐՠ࣋ɥધȴǾᦂᙤऀɥȺȠɞɛșȾȬɞɿ˂ʝʃɥ૬Ζ
ȪɑȪȲǿȰɟȾɛȶȹǾȦɁʔɮʂɱʴɬɁɮʫȨɦɂႆ๊ȟ۾۰տ˨ȪȲȻȗșᝈɥᐨȗȹȝɝɑȬǿ
ȦɁɮʫȨɦȾᦂᙤɿ˂ʝʃɥȧ૬ΖȪȲᦿᚐǾջҰɂʊɮʮʬʽʓᦿᚐȻșɁȺȬȟǾɮʫȨɦɁɛșȽ៥ٌॴܤȟՠ࣋ɥዊԨȾᩒ
ᜫȺȠɞɛșȾǾ٥ڒɁॴܤઆछᐐȟୈȪȹዊԨȽట̷ᆬᝓɥᚐșȳȤȺǾᖞɗᙤȟժᑤȻȽɞɿ˂ʝʃɥ૬ΖȪȹȗɑȬǿȰȪ
ȹʊɮʮʬʽʓᦿᚐɂǾҝɁȕɞᦂᙤൡᩜȞɜᙤɥՙȤȹȗɞᦿᚐȽɁȺȬȟǾȰɁᦂᙤൡᩜȾߦȪȹǾÊÉÃÁ ȟҋɥȬɞǾੵɥȬ
ɞȻȗșɛșȽȦȻɥᚐȶȹȗɑȬǿȬȽɢȴᩖʅɹʉ˂ǾᩖɁᦂᙤൡᩜȾߦȬɞୈɥᣮȫȹఊጶᄑȾॴܤǾȕɞȗɂᔌᐐɁᠭഈ
ȟΠᄬɥीɞȻǾᇹȲȴÊÉÃÁɁ๊ӦɂȰșȪȲȻȦɠɑȺɦȺȗɞȻȗșȦȻȬǿ
టஓɂ᪨ȾɬʟʴɵȞɜʝʂʗʃɥɗȶȹȗɜȶȪɖɞᔌᐐɁȾ఼ȹȗȲȳȠɑȪȹǾȰɁȧጽ᮷ɥȝᝈȪȗȲȳȠɑȬǿᇹȼɕÊÉÃÁɂǾ
Ȱșȗșᔌਖ਼Ɂɬʽʒʶʡʶʔ˂ɁȻɁԦӌᩜΡɥȨɜȾऐȢȪȹȗȠǾɬʟʴɵɁᩒᄉȾ៤စɥȪȹՎɝȲȗȻ९ȶȹȝɝɑȬǿటஓɂ
ᄒȨɦǾȯɅǾ๊ᄉȽឰᝲɗ̬૰ɥȪȹȗȲȳȤɟɃȻ९ȗɑȬǿ

Mayor of Yokohama Fumiko Hayashi, State Minister for Foreign Aﬀairs Toshiko Abe and everyone present, I would like to say thank
you very much for coming to this event today in the severe heat of late summer. Unleashing women and girls’ full potential is important
for the development of the world, as the previous two speakers have already mentioned and emphasized. Having said that, I would
like to explain the roles of JICA, as one of the host organization of this event, in achieving this goal.
Many of you might think that JICA mainly works with governments because it provides Oﬃcial Development Assistance (ODA), but
actually what JICA does is not limited to that. Recently, we have been expanding our work in deeper partnership and collaboration with
the private sector, in addition to what we had been conventionally doing with the public sector.
Let me to give you an example: A woman called Ms. Ime lives in a Nigerian village and she makes her living by selling vegetables at
the market. She never had access to ﬁnancial services, thus had no access to secure saving nor loan. One day a person from a bank
came and provided her with a bank account, with which she can now have secure ﬁnancial transactions. With this, she improved her
living standard greatly.
The name of the bank, which provided her with ﬁnancial services, is Diamond Bank. The Bank provides services only with a simple
identiﬁcation check by local female staﬀ, so that they can easily open a bank account and have access to ﬁnancial services such as
savings and loans to local women like Ms. Ime. The simple identiﬁcation check is small but eﬀective solution for women in developing
countries who has no access to ﬁnancial services due to lack of credential documents and in time poverty. JICA ﬁnances the global
ﬁnancial institution, which provides loan to Diamond Bank. We make such investments because we believe our support for the private
ﬁnancial institutions can better deliver direct beneﬁts to women or young entrepreneurs –This is how we JICA, is now working.
Today young social entrepreneurs from Africa, who run their own businesses to make the world better, will share with us their
experiences. We want to strengthen collaborative relationships with such young entrepreneurs and contribute to the development of
Africa. I hope this event will be a great opportunity to share knowledge and experiences, and to exchange opinions and views, so that
we can shape the future of Africa with power of women and girls.
Thank you.
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ȈɬʟʴɵɁॴܤȲȴɁ̾ǾȰȪȹఝ ఼ȉ
" P re s e n t a n d F u t u re o f Wo m e n a n d G i r l s i n A f r i ca "

ʖɾʂˁɴɽʽʂʱˁɮɰɱɬʳ



¯ Çáöéʹɹʋʽɬʳɮɬʽʃျ̜ᩋ

ʔɮʂɱʴɬ៣ө۾ᒮǾ۶ө۾ᒮǾ˰ႜᦿᚐһ፱ᚹȽȼɥධ͖ǿ
ȈॴܤˁߵܤɂժᑤॴɥᇿɔȹȝɝǾɬʟʴɵɁȽɞᄉࠕȾɂȰɁժᑤॴɥᩒȬɞȦȻȟᛵȺȕɞȉ
ȻǾ៣ө۾ᒮ͍ȾɂǾᣁഈǾίϧǾ෩ໃǾ
ᣮα੫ᚓǾуц̜ഈȾȝȗȹʂɱʽʊ˂̙አɥ߳оȪǾʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȻॴܤˁߵܤɁɲʽʛʹʫʽʒɁȾ៤စȪȲǿɑȲǾʔɮʂɱʴɬɁ˹ߴ͙
ഈ̜ഈ˿Ɂ۹ȢɂॴܤȺȕɞȦȻȾᨺɒǾ͙ॴܤഈɥୈȬɞȲɔɁʡʷɺʳʪɕஃǿȦɟȾɛɝॴܤȲȴɁȲȽᫀႊɁӁҋȾɕ៤စȪȹȠȲǿ

Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala / Chair of the Board, Gavi
Dr. Okonjo-Iweala served twice as Nigeria’s Finance Minister, and brieﬂy as Foreign Minister, becoming the ﬁrst woman to hold either position. She
also previously served as Managing Director of the World Bank. Dr. Okonjo-Iweala has promoted gender equality and women’s empowerment
by introducing gender budgeting initiatives for ministries that go above-and-beyond to deliver results for women and girls. She also established a
mentorship program to support Nigerian female entrepreneurs, who account for over half of the country’s small and medium-sized businesses.
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̾ஓɂǾɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȾȷȗȹǾɬʟʴ
ɵɁॴܤȟᤈՍȼɁɛșȽมȞɜး٣ȾᒴɝǾȰȪȹఝ఼
ɁॴܤɁȲɔȾ̾ͷɥȬɌȠȞǾȾȷȗȹȝᝈȪɑȬǿ
̾ஓȺɂ˰ႜ˹ȺȞȷȹȽȗɎȼॴܤɗߵܤɁۦȟՕȨ
ɟȹȗɑȬǿयܤȲȴᒲᡵȟҰȪɛșȻሥᄑȾӓӌȪൡ͢ɥȷȞɦȺȠȲፀȺȬǿ
ȪȞȪǾॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɥᤎȬɞஇɂǾɑȳܿɑȶȲɃȞɝȻȗțɑȬǿ
ȻȪȹଡ଼ᑎɗίϧɁࠕɥȹɒɑȪɚșǿɿʙʳ͏ԧɁɬʟʴɵȺߴޙಇȾ٣ȪȹȗɞߵܤɁҾնɂǾ²°°°ࢳɁ
ጙ·µᴢȞɜǾ²°±·ࢳɁ¹µᴢɑȺۄӏȪȹȗɑȬǿȪȞȪఝȳȾԚґȽଡ଼ᑎȟՙȤɜɟȽȗߵܤȟȗɞ٥ڒɕරȶȹȗɑȬǿ
Ɂᯚȗଡ଼ᑎɥՙȤȹȗɞȞɂɑȲҝɁץᭉȺȬǿȰȪȹǾ۹ȢɁّȺɂޙ۾ɂɕȴɠɦǾߴޙಇȞɜ˹ޙಇˁᯚኄޙಇʶʣ
ʵȾޙȬɞފܤɂ႒ފɎȼ۹ȢɂȕɝɑȮɦǿ
ܬႇݤඳ̪လɂǾ²°°°ࢳȺɂ±°˥̷ɁҋႇȾߦȪȹ¸´¶̷ȺȕȶȲɁȟǾ²°±µࢳȺɂµ´·̷ɋȻͲ˩ȪȹȗɑȬǿᆬȞ
ȽඬȺɂȕɝɑȬȟǾȰɟȺɕધፖժᑤȽᩒᄉᄻൈɁɎɏ¸ςȺȬǿպറȾ̓ࢺзඳ̪လɂ²°°°ࢳȞɜጙԡґȾນߵȪǾ
²°±·ࢳȾɂ±°˥̷ɁҋႆछȲɝ·µ̷Ɂඳ̪ȾȽɝɑȪȲȟǾȰɟȺɕધፖժᑤȽᩒᄉᄻൈɁ³ςȺȬǿ
ॴܤɁʴ˂ʊ˂ʁʍʡȾȷȗȹɂȼșȺȪɚșȞǿ
ɬʟʴɵȺɂǾ͙ഈɁ፻मɗम׆ȽȼǾጽ؆࠙Ɂॴܤȟ˰ႜɁࢲ٫ɛɝ۹ȗȻȗșᝩ౼ፀɕȕɝɑȬǿȪȞȪȦɁᝩ౼Ⱥ
ɂఊᯚጽ؆͖ᐐȽȼ͙ഈɁʒʍʡȾ˨ɝᝇɔȲॴܤɂɬʟʴɵȺɕп˰ႜȺɕɢȭȞµᴢȪȞȗȽȗȻȗșፀɕҋȹȗɑȬǿ
ผՎӏȾȷȗȹɂǾɬʟʴɵɁॴܤឰ׆ɁୣȟᤈՍ±µࢳᩖȺςۄȪǾॴܤᩝЊɁୣɂ³µࢳᩖȺµςȾۄțȲȻȗșᝩ
౼ፀȟȕɝɑȬǿ
ȰɟȺɕɑȳǾɬʟʴɵȺʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄɥᤎȬɞȲɔȾɂǾॴܤឰ׆ȟςۄȬɞ॒ᛵȟȕɞȻްȨɟȹȗɑȬǿȦɟ
ɂɬʟʴɵɁɒȽɜȭǾ˰ႜ˹ɁץᭉȺȬǿผᄑɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɂǾпȹɁ٥ڒɁॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒпͶȾȝȗȹ
˪ժඑȺȬǿ

What I would like to talk to you about today is the issue of women's empowerment in Africa. Where we have been,
where we are, and what we need to do in order to strengthen women's voice in the future.
Today, women and girls all over the world are ﬁnding their voices more than ever. That is the result of women and girls
themselves aﬃrmatively reaching for the opportunities to advance.
However, the journey to women's empowerment is just beginning.
Let’s look at some of the progress that we have made in education and health, for instance. The enrollment rate of girls
in elementary schools in sub-Saharan Africa was 75% in 2000 but it has increased to 95% in 2017. However, there are still
some areas left where girls cannot receive adequate education. The quality of education is another problem to address.
In addition, in many countries fewer girls than boys go on to junior or senior high school, not to mention university.
As for the maternal mortality rate, it has decreased to 547 persons out of 100,000 deliveries in 2015 from 846 persons
in 2000. This is deﬁnite progress, but it is still about eight times higher than the number of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)’ target.
Likewise, the child mortality rate decreased to about half from 2000 to 75 deaths out of 1,000 births, but it is still about
three times higher than the number targeted in the SDGs.
How about women's leadership? A survey revealed that more women are in leadership positions such as in executive
committee and board roles in Africa than the average worldwide. However, the same survey also showed that only 5% of
women are in the top positions such as CEO of companies in Africa as well as in the whole world.
As for participation in politics, there is a promising survey result that shows the number of women female parliamentarians
in Africa has doubled in the last 15 years and the number of women in cabinets has increased ﬁvefold in 35 years.
Despite this, estimates are that women's representation in public oﬃces still need to double in Africa to achieve gender
equality. This is a problem not only in Africa but also throughout the world. Political empowerment is essential to
women's overall empowerment in Africa and elsewhere.
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ȺɂǾ᪨ɁɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɁۦɥᐱȗȹɒɑȪɚșǿఊᣋʔɮʂɱʴɬȺᚐɢɟȲ˰ᝲᝩ౼ȾɛɞȻǾयܤȲȴȟᄽᬂȬ
ɞఊ۾ɁᝥᭉɂǾጽຑᄑɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȾɑȷɢɞȦȻȺȕɞȻțɑȬǿॴܤɂɛɝᒲȪǾጽຑȾ៤စȬɞȦȻɥఖɦ
ȺȗɑȬǿɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɂᒲɜȟᄽᬂȬɞ᪩ےɥгఏȬɞȲɔȾ۹ȢɁӓӌɥȶȹȗɑȬǿ۾ҒȽȦȻɂǾयܤȲȴȟધȶ
ȹȗɞᠭഈጀᇘɗɲ˂ʂɱʽʁ˂ɥᩒᓹȨȮǾȰɁભɥɿʧ˂ʒȬɞȦȻȺȬǿ
ȺɂǾॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɁȲɔȾͷȟᛵȞǾᴰཟȾፄȶȹȝᝈȪȲȗȻ९ȗɑȬǿ
ቼˢȾ႒ॴȺȬǿॴܤȟᒲɜɁ̷ႆɥขɔɞȲɔȾɂǾ႒ॴɁሥᄑȽᩜ˫ȻՎӏȟȽȤɟɃȺȠɑȮɦǿॴܤɂᒲґɁ
কފଡ଼ᑎȞɜ႒ॴɁᚐӦɥ۰țȹȗȢᛵȽमҾɕȕɝɑȬǿॴܤɁɗጽ᮷ȾୢɥșȦȻǾ႒ܤȟߦኄȽʛ˂ʒʔ˂
ȺȕȦȻɥଡ଼țɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿ
ቼ̝ȾॴܤɂጽຑᄑǾผᄑȽӌɥᯚɔɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿ̾ɁȻȦɠǾɬʟʴɵ۾᪘Ɂµ´ɁّɁ˹ȺǾ۾ॴܤፋᬻɥᤣ
ҋȪȲɁɂˢȞّȳȤȺȬǿॴܤȟ߳ᄑȽ٥ͱȾȷȠǾᅊȾᛵȽᝥᭉȾขް൏ɥધȷɛșȾȽɞȦȻȦȰᇹȲȴȟɔ
ȹȗɞȦȻȺȬǿ
ጽຑᬂȺɕպȫȦȻȟțɑȬǿॴܤɁጽຑᄑɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɥऐԇȬɞఊױɁศɂǾॴܤɁᠭഈǾጽຑՎӏɥܟӘ
ȬɞȦȻȺȬǿॴܤɂᒲґɁȲɔȾɕͅɁॴܤɁȲɔȾɕ̜̈́ɥӁɝǾጽຑȾ៤စȬɞȦȻȟȺȠɑȬǿ
ቼ˧ɂʐɹʘʷʂ˂Ɂ๊ႊȺȬǿʐɹʘʷʂ˂ȾɛɝॴܤɂˢમȾ۹ȢɁץᭉɥ̋ɝᠰțɞȦȻȟժᑤȻȽɝɑȬǿțɃ
ᦂᙤɋɁɬɹʅʃɗӌΖፈɂǾɬʟʴɵɁॴܤᠭഈȟțɞᛵȽᝥᭉɁˢȺȬȟǾ̾ɂʬʚɮʵʨʗ˂ʁʃʐʪɗ
ɴʟɺʴʍʓɁӌΖፈኄɁʐɹʘʷʂ˂ȟȕɝɑȬǿ
пȹɁ۰ԇɂͷɕȮȭɗȶȹȢɞɢȤȺɂȕɝɑȮɦǿ॒ᛵȽɁɂʴ˂ʊ˂ɁǾȰȪȹɬʟʴɵɁॴܤɥୈȬɞᇹȲȴɁ
ɽʩʍʒʫʽʒȺȬǿɬʟʴɵɁॴܤȲȴɁໄ϶ɂҋ఼ȹȗɑȬǿᄒȨɦȟ۾ΈȻȽɝǾɬʟʴɵɁॴܤȟᄻൈɥᤎȺȠɞɛ
șୈȪȹȗȲȳȤɞȦȻɥఖɦȺȗɑȬǿ

Now, what are the women of Africa actually saying? According to a recent poll conducted in Nigeria, the biggest
challenge African women are facing is that of economic empowerment. Women want access to the tools to become
more independent in their lives and contribute to economic activities African women are very aware of the constraints that
they face and work really hard to try to overcome them. The key issue is to do to unleash their entrepreneurial spirits and
their agency, and support their endeavor.
I want to focus on following three things in order to empower women.
The ﬁrst is men. Women must take control of their lives and ﬁnd their voices but we cannot do it without men's positive
involvement and participation because after all, in most cases, men are the ones who deny women’s agency and control
the sources of power. To change men's behavior, women can take a powerful role to start with education of boys at
home. We must educate them to be more conscious of how women see and experience the world. We must teach them
respect for girls and women. We must inculcate in them how to be equal partners to women.
The second is that women need access to greater economic and political power. So far, out of 54 countries on the
African continent, only one has ever elected a woman to be President. Women have to be given more opportunities to
hold leadership positions and have real power to make decisions that matter.
The same is true on the economic front. The best way to strengthen women's economic empowerment is through the
encouragement of entrepreneurship, with women's strong ownership of enterprise and participation in the economy. They
can create jobs the economy needs, and the women can employ themselves and create employment for others. We
cannot aﬀord to leave them behind.
The third is technology. Technology can help women leap frog so many problems. Mentioning just a couple of examples,
we now have all kinds of technologies which can help women get access to loans or to savings through the mobile money
system to address the issue of access to ﬁnance, or provide them with access to electricity oﬀ-grid on a small scale.
None of these changes can come just like that. It needs commitment from leaders, from you, from me, and from those
who are friends of Africa to support us to deliver. Women are ready to move on the continent. I hope that all of you can
help us become ambassadors to support African women to achieve their goals.
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ÊÉÃÁ ʁʕɬˁʂɱʽʊ˂ˁɬʓʚɮʀ˂

Dr. Yumiko Tanaka
Senior Gender Advisor, JICA

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

ɬʂɬˁɬʟʴɵ٥ڒȾȝȗȹǾॴܤɁ̷൏ɗጽຑᄑɲʽʛʹʫʽʒɁȾɝጸɓǿ
ڌᛴّ᪨ޙ۾ગᐦଡ଼ૌǾّᣵॴܤɁ٥ͱ݃͢׆ஓట͍᚜ǾّᣵɰɭʫʽஓటԦ͢ɗɻɬˁ
ɮʽʉ˂ʔʁʱʔʵʂʭʛʽɁျ̜ɕөɔɞǿ
Dr. Tanaka has a long career working on promoting women’s rights and women’s
economic empowerment, particularly in Asia and Africa. She serves as Japan’s
representative to the UN Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), and she sits on
the Board of Directors for the Japan National Committee to UN Women and for CARE
International Japan.

Ǵ ɽʫʽʐ˂ʉ˂ ᴬCommentator

ʃʀʽʔˁʪ˂ɬʢʍʓ 
ጽຑԦӌᩒᄉൡഫᴥÏÅÃÄᴦᩒᄉӒ݃͢׆ᴥÄÁÃᴦឰᩋ
Dr. Susanna Moorehead
Chair, Development Assistance Committee (DAC), OECD

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

Ұᮢɲʋɴʞɬˁʂʠʋᔐّ۾ΈыɬʟʴɵᣵնᴥÁÕᴦ
ࢠᮢ͍᚜ыّᣵɬʟʴɵጽຑ
݃͢׆ᴥÕÎÅÃÁᴦࢠᮢ͍᚜ǿÄÁÃ ឰᩋȻȪȹǾʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȻॴܤɁɲʽʛʹʫʽʒ
ɁȾտȤǾऐȗʴ˂ʊ˂ʁʍʡɥᄉȪȹȗɞǿ
Dr. Moorehead served as the British Ambassador to Ethiopia and Djibouti and as
the UK Permanent Representative to the AU and UNECA. Since becoming the DAC
Chair, she has vowed to prioritize gender equality and the ‘leave no-one behind’
principle of the SDGs.
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ʛ ʗ ʵ ʑ ɭʃ ɵ ʍ ʁ ʱ ʽ ᄊ  ۔ᐐ ጳ ̿
Profile of Moderator, Commentator, and Panelists

Ǵ ʛʗʴʃʒ ᴬPanelist

ʶʂ˂ʔˁʥʖ


Óïòïîëï Óïìõôéïîó ఊᯚጽ؆͖ᐐ

Ms. Regina Honu
CEO, Soronko Solutions

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

ɶ˂ʔцّ֪ҋᡵǿࢺߵɛɝʡʷɺʳʩʽɺȾᒾ֞ɥધȶȹȗȲǿߵܤɗᔌȗܤ
ॴȟɽʽʞʯ˂ʉ˂ɥޙɆǾ̜̈́Ⱦ߿Ȣൡ͢ɥ૬ΖȪȲȗȻǾʇʟʒɰɱɬᩒᄉ͙ഈ
Óïòïîëï ÓïìõôéïîóɥᜫǿȨɜȾǾᛴɬʟʴɵқɁފȼɕɗᔌᐐտȤɁʡʷɺʳʩʽ
ɺޙಇÓïòïîëï Áãáäåíùɕጽ؆Ȭɞǿ
Ms. Honu is a skilled programmer who worked as an IT specialist before founding
her software development company in Ghana. Ms. Honu also opened the Soronko
Academy, the ﬁrst coding and human-centered design school in West Africa, to train
Africa’s next generation of women in tech.

Ǵ ʛʗʴʃʒ ᴬPanelist

ʘɲʵˁɬ˂ʮʽɮʂʯɵ 
ÅãïÓíáòô Õçáîäá ఊᯚጽ؆͖ᐐ
Ms. Noel Aryanyijuka
CEO, EcoSmart Uganda

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

ɰɶʽʊцّ֪ҋᡵǿޙ۾ފܤႆɁ͓ᩖȲȴȻᠭഈȪǾÅãïÓíáòô Õçáîäáɥᜫ
ȬɞǿͲी࣍ɗᫍɷʭʽʡȺ௨ɜȬॴܤɗߵܤȲȴȟਖ਼ᬰȽΙಐȺ᠔оȺȠɞǾ
ɿʒɰɷʝɥՁ୳ȻȪȲၥہȾɕɗȨȪȗႆျႊʔʡɷʽɥႆႇȪǾ៧ۨȪȹȗɞǿ
Ms. Aryanyijuka is the co-founder of EcoSmart, a social enterprise that develops
low cost eco-friendly feminine hygiene products for women and girls from low
resource environments. EcoSmart ensures equality, vibrancy and dignity in menstrual
management for young women across Uganda.
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ʛ ʗ ʵ ʑ ɭʃ ɵ ʍ ʁ ʱ ʽ ᄊ  ۔ᐐ ጳ ̿
Profile of Moderator, Commentator, and Panelists

Ǵ ʛʗʴʃʒ ᴬPanelist

ɴʳʽʶʹʂʯˁɬʑʷɮɲ



Âáâùíéçï ఊᯚጽ؆͖ᐐ

Mr. Olanrewaju Adeloye
CEO, Babymigo

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

ʔɮʂɱʴɬᣵᤳцّ֪ҋᡵǿ៥ٌɗɁԗჵᅺឧɁ˪ᠴɁȲɔȾԗჵஃᜫȾ
ɬɹʅʃȺȠȭǾ֤ɥᕶȻȪȹȪɑșܬႇݤɗ̓ࢺзɁมɥױȪȲȗȻᠭഈȪǾ
ÂáâùíéçïɥᜫȬɞǿɬʡʴɥᣮȫܬႇݤȟԗჵᩜΡᐐȻᎢȟɝǾҋႇɗ̓зɁϧ࣐
ȽȼȾᩜȬɞᄾᝬȟȺȠɞɿ˂ʝʃɥ૬ΖȪȹȗɞǿ
Mr. Adeloye is the co-founder of Babymigo, an online network that connects new
and expectant mothers with pregnancy, birth and baby information. As a native of
Nigeria, Mr. Adeloye has worked to ensure even the most marginalized mothers
have access to information, medical experts, services and other parents to mitigate
preventable maternal and child death.

Ǵ ʛʗʴʃʒ ᴬPanelist

 Ҵۢ 
ಊࣻ͢ᇋʧʳʴʃ ͍᚜፻म
Mr. Tsuyoshi Mori
CEO, Polaris Co., Ltd.

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

ч࣌ᅇࢍڷҋᡵǿ۶ᇼԗǾʴʙʝʴԗɥጽȹᯚᳮᐐˁ৻ॴఙʴʙʝʴʐ˂ʁʱʽߩᩌ
ɁɹʴʕʍɹɥᩒᜫǿȰɁऻǾಊࣻ͢ᇋʧʳʴʃɥᜫȪǾᒲୈ࿑ԇټʑɮɿ˂ʝʃ
ɥпّȾࠕᩒȬɞȻȻɕȾʁʽɺʵʨʀ˂ɗÄÖ ᚱɥՙȤȲॴܤȲȴɁ߿әɗᒲȾ
տȤȲ๊Ӧɥᚐșǿ
After working as a Japanese surgeon, Mr. Mori founded Polaris, a health services
company operating more than 57 self-supportive nursing care centers across Japan.
Through his work, Mr. Mori ensures single mothers and domestic violence survivors
receive support so they can attain economic security and independence.

Ǵ ʛʗʴʃʒ ᴬPanelist

ʂɱʕʟɫ˂ˁʠʳʽɷ


ɬʟʴɵᩒᄉᦿᚐ һ፱ᚹᴥᣁഈˁ̷ᄑໃˁᇋ͢ᩒᄉઆछᴦ

Dr. Jennifer Blanke
Vice-President Agriculture, Human and Social Development, African Development Bank

ʡʷʟɭ˂ʵ

Profile

²°ࢳ͏˨Ɂጽ᮷ɥȬɞ˰ႜᄑȽᩒᄉጽຑޙᐐǿɬʟʴɵᩒᄉᦿᚐɁʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲ
ኄˁॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒȾΡɞጸɥ˿߳ǿᬆᄑȽᦂᙤʁʃʐʪɥɕȲɜȬɬʟɫ˂
ʨʐɭʠˁʟɫɮʔʽʃˁɬɹʁʱʽᴥÁÆÁ×Áᴦ
ɥ࿒ऀȪǾɬʟʴɵȾȝȤɞॴܤᠭഈɁ
ᦂᙤɬɹʅʃɁױɥَȶȹȗɞǿ
A globally respected development economist with over 20 years of experience, Dr.
Blanke's portfolio includes leading the Bank’s action on promoting gender equality and
women’s empowerment. Dr. Blanke oversees the Bank's Aﬃrmative Finance Action
for Women in Africa (AFAWA) program, a pan-African initiative aiming to bridge the
$42 billion ﬁnancing gap facing women in Africa.
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ʛʗʵʑɭʃɵʍʁʱʽ
Panel Discussion

ឰ ±
Discussion 1

ȈʝʂʗʃɥᣮȫȲᇋ͢۰ᬆɁժᑤॴȉ
"Social Business and Social Entrepreneurship to Achieve Transformative Change"

ʂɱʽʊ˂ཟȾȶȲʇ˂ʁʭʵʝʂʗʃɂǾॴܤɁɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒǾʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȾȼɁ
ɛșȽɮʽʛɹʒɥ˫țȹȗɞȞǿ
What impacts and transformative changes do you expect to bring about by your genderresponsive social business/entrepreneurship?

Ǵʶʂ˂ʔˁʥʖ
ᇹȲȴɁ͙ഈɁጸɁˢႭ۾ȠȽɮʽʛɹʒɂǾि఼႒ॴȟԬȪ
ȹȠȲɽʽʞʯ˂ʉ˂ʡʷɺʳʩʽɺɁґȾоɝᣅɒǾͤፋᄑȽʂɱ
ʽʊ˂ኰɥੜȴᆍɞȦȻȟҋ఼ȲȦȻȺȬǿʐɹʘʷʂ˂ɁґȾ
ɕॴܤɁࠊکȟȕɝǾʂɱʽʊ˂ኰɥ̋ɝᠰțɞȦȻȟȺȠɞȦ
ȻȾॴܤᒲᡵȟȸȗȹȗɑȬǿॴܤᠭഈɂǾȪȗʑʂʉʵʃɷ
ʵɥ๊ႊȪȹǾʝʂʗʃɥᩋȨȮȹȗɑȬǿ
ɑȲǾᇹȲȴɂ႒ॴȾߦȪǾॴܤɁጽຑᄑǾᇋ͢ᄑȽӌȟ۾ȠȢȽɞ
ȦȻɂǾ႒ॴɗ႒ɁފȾɕᓦȗफᬭɥɕȲɜȬȻျᜓȪȹɕɜțɞɛș
ȾЄȠȞȤȹȗɑȬǿ
Ǵ Ms. Regina Honu
We are seeing many impacts now, especially in terms of changing
mindsets around women challenging gender norms in STEM. For
me, the biggest impact is now women realize that they can bring
their chairs to these spaces conventionally dominated by men and
break all those gender norms. They see that they have a place in
technology and see that breakthrough. We are very impressed by how female entrepreneurs are using new digital skills to market
and grow their businesses. Another thing I wanted to emphasize is the impact on men and boys. We try to let men understand that
empowerment of women beneﬁts the family, and everybody. It is also about re-educating the boys and men to be comfortable with
empowered women.
Ǵɴʳʽʶʹʂʯˁɬʑʷɮɲ
ᇹȲȴɂܬႇݤȻ̓ࢺзɁඳ̪လɁນߵȾɝጸɦȺȗɑȬǿʔɮʂɱʴɬȺɂුࢳµදȾȽɞҰȾ̪ȢȽɞފȼɕȟ³°˥̷ǾඩȪȢ
ߦख़ȬɟɃ̙᩻ȺȠɞျႏȺ̪ȢȽɞܬႇݤȟ¶˥̷ȗɑȬǿᠭഈȪȹᩖɕȽȢǾॴܤȲȴȟᠣȴɖɦɥ̙᩻ሗȾᣵɟȹᚐȞȽȗɁɂǾ
̙᩻ሗȟᛵȺȕɞျႏɥျᜓȪȹȗȽȗȲɔȳȻȗșȦȻȾȸȠɑȪȲǿᝤɕȟધȶȹȗɞଆ࢛ᝈɥΈȶȲɿ˂ʝʃɥᣮȫȹǾ
ඩᆬȽԗჵষڨɥᆬȾ૬ΖȪǾᠣȴɖɦɥ̙᩻ሗȾᣵɟȹ఼ɞීᜆɁୣɥ±µᴢۄɗȬȦȻȟҋ఼ɑȪȲǿʑʂʉʵ੫ᚓɥΈȶȹǾԗ
ჵɋɁɬɹʅʃɥ૬ΖȬɞȦȻɂȻȹɕᛵȺȬǿɑȲǾʔɮʂɱʴɬɁکն̙᩻ሗɥܶȥɞျႏɁˢȷȾޭଡ଼ᄑȽΙϏᜊȟȕɝǾ٥
ڒɁޭଡ଼߳ᐐɁျᜓɥीɞɛșЄȠȞȤɞȦȻɕᛵȺȬǿ
Ǵ Mr. Olanrewaju Adeloye
In my country, Nigeria, infant mortality is still on the rise. According to UNICEF, we still lose about 300,000 babies' lives every single
year before their ﬁfth birthday, and 60,000 moms still lose their lives
due to avoidable reasons. When we started Babymigo, one of the
things we realized was that most of these women didn't even realize
why it is important to go to hospitals during pregnancy or to present
their babies for immunization. One of the ﬁrst things we started is to
ensure that we provide locally relevant information to most of these
women through mobile phones. Then, we were able to increase the
number of moms presenting their babies for immunization by 15
percent. We have made it our goal as a company to make sure that
we continue to build technology to provide access to healthcare. In
Nigeria, it is also important to try to involve local religious leaders
as part of the project because one reason why immunization is not
adopted could be as a result of religious beliefs.
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ʛ ʗ ʵ ʑ ɭʃ ɵ ʍ ʁ ʱ ʽ
Panel Discussion

ឰ ²
Discussion 2

ॴܤɗߵܤɥɝࢊȢᇋ͢ᝥᭉɥᜓขȬɞʇ˂ʁʭʵʝʂʗʃɥࠕᩒȬɞ˨ȺᄽᬂȪȲٌᫍȻȰɁ
ߦѿศɂǿ
What issues and challenges have you faced in your social business/entrepreneurship, and how
did you overcome those issues and challenges ?

Ǵʘɲʵˁɬ˂ʮʽɮʂʯɵ
ᇹȲȴȟ᪨ȾᄽᬂȪȲᝥᭉɁ±ȷɂǾఌጽȾߦȬɞ̷ȁɁᐎțȟ
٥ڒȾɛȶȹᤏȶȹȗȲȦȻȺȬǿțɃɰɶʽʊȺɂǾጙµ¶Ɂ
ȟސ٣ȪǾȕɞɁ٥ڒȺɂқ༄ȟȢɞȦȻɂፀݢȬɞໄ϶ȟȺȠ
ȲȻȗș֞ȾȽɝɑȬǿȰɟȱɟȟႱȽɞᐎțɥધȴǾႱȽɞᝥᭉɥ
țȹȗɞȦȻɥျᜓȪȲ˨ȺǾᇹȲȴɂఌጽȾᩜȬɞඩᆬȽষڨɥ
૬ΖȬɞȲɔɁଡ଼ᑎɗᆅεɥܿɔɑȪȲǿ
ɕș±ȷɁᝥᭉɂǾᇹȲȴɁᛏֿᴥႆျႊʔʡɷʽᴦ
ɥ॒ᛵȻȬɞ̷ȁ
ȾȻȶȹǾጽຑᄑȾɕਖ਼ȟࠍȢΙಐȺǾၥہȾɕɗȨȪȢǾધፖժᑤȽ
ᛏֿɥ૬ΖȬɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȪȲǿȰɟȞɜǾറȁȽɽʩʯʕʐɭȺ๊
ӦɥࠕᩒȪȹȗȢ˹ȺǾ۹ȢɁॴܤɂᄉȬɞȦȻȾৼɟȹȝɜȭఊқ
ɂᔍәȪɑȬǿᆅεɥᚐȗǾᇹȲȴȞɜɕᄉɥፖȤȹȗȢȦȻȺǾ٥
ڒɁॴܤɕ़ȁȾ๊ӦȾՎӏȬɞɛșȾȽɝɑȪȲǿ
Ǵ Ms. Noel Aryanyijuka
One of the challenges we really faced is people's beliefs about
menstruation. In Uganda, for example, there are about 56 tribes and
every tribe has its own beliefs. Some customers were telling us that
when someone reaches menstruation, they are ready for marriage. That would diﬀer when you go to another part of the region and
that is why we started the education and training. One of the things we really have to understand is communities are all diﬀerent and
so are the challenges they face.
Another challenge has been aﬀordability and sustainability. Our products must be aﬀordable for everyone in need and environmentally
sustainable. Another diﬃculty we needed to address in some of the communities was that the women do not really speak up. They are
a little bit shy. We kept providing training to encourage women and girls to speak and things are changing little by little.
Ǵ Ҵۢ
ʁʽɺʵʨʀ˂ୈɥܿɔɞȾȕȲȶȹɑȭᔍәȪȲȦȻɂǾᇋюȞɜျᜓɥीɞȦȻȺȪȲǿᇋ׆ɥᪿɔȹˣߚȾͷ࣊ɕᝢɥȪɑȪȲȟǾ
ఊқɂȽȞȽȞျᜓɥीɞȦȻȟȺȠɑȮɦȺȪȲǿ
²ȷᄻɁᝥᭉɂǾᇹȲȴɁୈɥ॒ᛵȻȬɞීފȾǾ॒ᛵȽষڨȟࠍȞȽȗȻȗșץᭉȺȬǿ॒ᛵȽ̷ȾȼɁɛșȾষڨɥࠍȤɞɁȞ
ȻȗșȦȻȾȷȗȹɂǾ̾ɕᝁᚐ᧷ȪȹȗɑȬǿ
³ȷᄻɁᝥᭉɂǾᇹȲȴȟߦ៎ȻȪȹȗɞීފɂ௪ӌᚱɥՙȤȹȗɞȲɔʫʽʉʵɻɬȟ॒ᛵȺȕɞȻȗșץᭉȺȬǿጨ̷ȟਖ਼ɥҋ
ȬɁɕᫍȪȗɛșȽҩȽมɁීފɕȗɞȲɔǾʡʷɁɵɰʽʅʳ˂ȾްఙᄑȾ఼ȹɕɜșȦȻȺߦख़ȪȹȗɑȬǿ
Ǵ Mr. Tsuyoshi Mori
The first challenge when I decided to start “Happy Mothers
Project” in my company, which aims to support single mothers
in a comprehensive way, was to obtain understanding from my
colleagues. It was not an easy job, even though I try my best to
explain the value and objectives of the project in detail to gain full
understanding and support.
The second challenge was reaching mothers and children in need.
We are still trying to ﬁgure out eﬀective ways to deliver the information
to the people who need the services we intend to provide.
The third challenge is to provide mental care to our target mothers
and children. In many cases, they are mentally fragile and unstable
because of their suﬀering from violence. Since some mothers and
children are in such serious condition they need to be attended by
professional counselors on a regular basis, that is what we are doing
right now.
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ʛʗʵʑɭʃɵʍʁʱʽ
Panel Discussion

ឰ ³
Discussion 3

ॴܤɗߵܤɥɝࢊȢᇋ͢ᝥᭉɥᜓขȬɞʇ˂ʁʭʵʝʂʗʃɥȬɞȲɔȾǾࢍᇋ͢Ǿᩖ
͙ഈǾࣈǾّ᪨ൡᩜɂͷɥȪȹȗȢɌȠȞǿ
What are the roles and responsibilities of CSOs, private sectors, governments and donor agencies in
promoting gender-responsive social business/entrepreneurship ?

Ǵʂɱʕʟɫ˂ˁʠʳʽɷ
ȰɟȱɟȟȲȬɌȠमҾɂႱȽɞȻ९ȗɑȬȟǾ۰ԇɥᠭȦȬȲɔ
ȾɂᄒȟԦӌȬɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿȰɁ˨ȺᛵȽȦȻɂǾފܤɂୣޙ
ɗʡʷɺʳʩʽɺɂीȺɂȽȗȻȗȶȲǾॴҝȾɛɞमҾɗᑤӌȾȷ
ȗȹ˰ᩖȾࢿɑȶȹȗɞᝢɗ९ȗᣅɒɥ۰țȹȗȢȦȻȺȬǿ
ʇ˂ʁʭʵʝʂʗʃȾᩜȬɞျᜓɂɑȬɑȬɑȶȹȗɑȬǿᇹɂǾʇ˂
ʁʭʵʝʂʗʃȟᄉࠕȬɞȲɔȾ॒ᛵȻȬɞɕɁɂǾि఼Ɂ͙ഈȟ॒ᛵ
ȻȬɞɕɁȻɎȻɦȼպȫȺȕɞȻ९ȗɑȬǿȰɟɂᤛҒȾ϶ȨɟȲ
ʝʂʗʃၥہɗɮʽʟʳȺȕɝǾ˪॒ᛵȾޮЊᄑȽҤȺᤈҼȽ២આ
ɥ˫țɞȦȻɂȕȶȹɂȽɝɑȮɦǿɬʟʴɵɁᝥᭉȾߦȪȹɮʘʣ˂ʐɭ
ʠȽᜓขศɥ૬ᇉȬɞጨɜȪȗɬɮʑɬɥႆɒȳȪǾʇ˂ʁʭʵʝʂ
ʗʃȻȪȹढȾȪȹȗȦșȻȪȹȗɞ͙ഈɥୈȬɞศȟ॒ᛵȺȕɞ
Ȼ९ȗɑȬǿ
Ǵ Dr. Jennifer Blanke
I think that diﬀerent types of institutions in society have diﬀerent
roles to play, and they all need to come together to make a
diﬀerence. To support women, it is critical to change the narrative. It is not true that girls are not good at math. It is not true that girls
are not good at coding. Why is it that we convince ourselves of this? This is an important place to start. In addition, social enterprise
has an important role to play in African development and inclusion. And what do they need to thrive? My opinion is that for the most
part, social enterprises simply need the same that traditional enterprises need. The right kind of supportive regulatory environment
and necessary infrastructure that give rise to new enterprises of all kinds, ensuring that they are not overburdened with unnecessary
regulatory red tape. We will need ways to support these sorts of enterprises so that ideas bubble up and form into social businesses
providing innovative solutions to Africa’s challenges.
Ǵʃʀʽʔˁʪ˂ɬʢʍʓ
ᇹȲȴɂ࿎Ɂɥ۰țɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿȬȽɢȴǾॴܤɂୈɥࠍȤɞߦ៎ȺȕɝǾՙӦᄑȽՙȤਖ਼ȺȕɞȻᐎțɞȦȻɥɗɔǾધ
ፖժᑤȽᩒᄉᄻൈɥᤎȬɞɬɹʐɭʠȽ˿ͶȻȪȹᐎțɞɌȠȺȬǿّ᪨ᇋ͢Ⱦɂʂɱʽʊ˂ࢲኄȾտȤȲጸɥୈȬɞमҾȟȕɝ
ɑȬȟǾȰɁّɁࣈɗᇋ͢ᒲᡵȟȰɁ۰ԇɥ˿߳ȪȽȤɟɃȽɝɑȮɦǿᅊɁ۰ԇɂǾयɜɁɴ˂ʔ˂ʁʍʡȾɛȶȹȦȰႆɒҋȨɟɞ
ȞɜȺȬǿ
ّ᪨ӒȾɛɞ̷ᩖᩒᄉୈɂǾॴܤɗފܤɁᇩᇐտ˨Ⱦ۹۾Ƚ៤စɥɕȲɜȪीɑȬǿțɃފܤଡ଼ᑎȾɂǾᤈȡɞፀݢɥ᩻ȡǾ
႕ɥժᑤȻȪǾॴܤȟәЄࢍکȾՎоȬɞժᑤॴɥᯚɔɞȽȼǾ̜ৰɥ۰țɞӌȟȕɝɑȬǿɑȲǾᒲᡵɁॴȻႆȾᩜȬɞϧ࣐Ȼ
൏ҟɥɽʽʒʷ˂ʵȺȠȽȗ᪅ɝǾॴܤȲȴȟᒲґɁ̷ႆɥ۰țɞȦȻ
ɂȺȠȽȗȺȪɚșǿ
ॴܤɗފܤȟིڨᥞɁɻɬʹ˂ɹȾᕊ۾Ƚᩖɥ៵ɗȪȹȗɞȦȻ
ɂǾɿʠɿʙʳɬʟʴɵȾȝȤɞॴܤɁጽຑᄑɲʽʛʹ˂ʫʽʒɥΗུ
ȻȪȹ᩼ȪȹȗɑȬǿ႒ॴȻպറȾॴܤɕǾ࿑ȾɬʟʴɵȾȝȗȹɂǾ
ᐳɥ॒ᛵȻȪȹȗɑȬǿ˰ႜᄑȾɕǾॴܤɗފܤɂጽ؆ᐐɗʴ˂ʊ˂ʁʍ
ʡɥɞᐳͱȾ߿ȠȾȢȢǾࢲ٫Ֆоɕ႒ॴɁ·µᴢȾႡɑɝɑȬǿɬʟ
ʴɵȾɂǾॴܤɁጽຑՎӏɥᆬȾࢃҝȬɞศऺȟɑȳȲȢȨɦȕɝ
ɑȬǿȦɁɛșȽมɥ۰țɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿ
ᇹȲȴᩒᄉӒȾᩜɢɞᐐɂǾॴᄑଇȻᘎशɥᄶȪଡ໕ȬɞȻ
ȗșऐȗขɁɕȻǾȦɟɥ᩻ȣȲɔɁᝢ͖ɥцȾȲȨȽȤɟ
ɃȽɝɑȮɦǿȰɁȲɔȾǾஓటɥֆɓᩒᄉӒ݃͢׆ᴥÄÁÃᴦ
ɥഫ
Ȭɞʓʔ˂ɂǾȦɁɛșȽᚐӦȾጶඨቺɥੜȷȲɔȾӒʅɹʉ˂Ⱦȝ
ȤɞॴᄑଇˁᘎशˁʙʳʃʫʽʒɁ᩻ඨȾᩜȬɞӳ֖ɥȪɑȪȲǿ
ఊऻȾǾȦɟɜɁጸɂ႒ॴȻॴܤɁᩖɁʆʷɿʪɼ˂ʪȺɂȽȗ
ȦȻɥऐᝩȪȹȝȠȲȗȻ९ȗɑȬǿ႒ॴȻॴܤɂǾɰɭʽɰɭʽɁᩜ
ΡɥഫኳȺȠɑȬǿȪȞȪරॡȽȟɜǾɬʟʴɵȳȤȺȽȢаّȺɕ
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պറȾǾॴܤȟɛɝ۹ȢɁӌɥीɞɛșȾȽɞȻǾॴܤȾߦȬɞՕᄉȟ᭄ȾᠭȦɝɑȬǿඒ˰͍ɁȲɔȾɕǾȦɁ̜ৰɥȼș᩻ȣȞሥ
ᄑȾᐎțɞ॒ᛵȟȕɝɑȬǿ
Ǵ Dr. Susanna Moorehead
We need a shift in mindset. We need to stop thinking that women are people for whom we need to deliver results, and start seeing
them as active part of the solution to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. The international community has a role to play in
supporting work towards gender equality but we recognise that change has to be driven by governments and societies themselves.
We can only create real change when the change is locally owned.
Human development interventions supported by international aid can make a substantial contribution to the wellbeing of women and
girls. We know that the longer they can stay at school, the more likely they are to marry late, to have fewer children and to enter the labour
market. We also know that unless women control their sexual and reproductive rights, they will not be able to change their own lives.
A persistent challenge to women's economic empowerment in Sub-Saharan Africa is that women and girls spend enormous amounts
of time on unpaid care work. Women need jobs, just as men do, particularly in Africa. Globally, women and girls are less likely to run
businesses or be in positions of leadership; and on average they earn 75 per cent less than men. There is still a huge amount of legislation
across Africa that actively discriminates against women and inhibits their ability to participate in the economy. This needs to change.
People involved in development assistance need to hold ourselves to account collectively to prevent sexual exploitation and abuse.
That is why the donors that make up the Development Assistance Committee - including Japan - have agreed a new recommendation
on the prevention of sexual exploitation, abuse and harassment in the aid industry to put a stop to this.
The last thing I would like to say, is to emphasise that this is not a zero-sum game for boys and men. This can be win-win. But
unfortunately, as women do gain more power, we frequently see a backlash against women not just in Africa but in developed
countries as well. We need to actively think about how we prevent that happening for the next generation.

ɑȻɔ
Summing-up

Ǵႎ˹ ႏᏩފ
ʛʗʴʃʒɁᄒȨɦɁȝᝈɥͫȶȹǾॴܤɥɝࢊȢᇋ͢ᝥᭉɥᜓขȪȹȗȦșǾ
ॴܤɁȪȗЄȠɗႆȠɥͽɝҋȪȹȗȦșȻȗșऐȗαॡȟǾʇ˂ʁʭʵʝ
ʂʗʃɁᡇȾɂ˪ժඑȺȕɞȻȫɑȪȲǿ
ॴܤȾࢃҝᄑȽኍˁҤ࣊ɥ۰țȹȗȢȦȻǾʂɱʽʊ˂ᝥᭉɥժԇȬɞȦȻǾ
റȁȽɬɹʉ˂պۢɁʗʍʒʹ˂ɹɥऐԇȪǾȰɟȱɟɁߩᩌॴɗᅺɥ๊ႊȪ
ȹȗȢȦȻǾʂɱʽʊ˂ᝥᭉɁᜓขɥᄻȬጸɋɁੵɥۄɗȪȹȗȢȦȻȽȼ
ȟᛵȺȕɞȦȻɕǾឰᝲɗ͢کɁᄒȨɦȞɜɁჀख़ኌɥᣮȫȹțȹȠȲȞ
Ȼ९ȗɑȬǿ
ఊᣋɂǾɮʽɹʵ˂ʁʠʝʂʗʃȻȗșȦȻɕɢɟȹȗɑȬȟǾʂɱʽʊ˂ᝥ
ᭉɥᜓขȪɛșȻȬɞʝʂʗʃɂͅɁґȾɌȹऻوȪȾȨɟȹȪɑȶȹȗɞ
ȻȗșᝥᭉȟȕɝɑȬǿ̾ऻɑȬɑȬᇹȲȴɁӌɥնɢȮȹǾࢠȾऐȗ९ȺǾ
Ⱦˢ፳Ⱦɮʘʣ˂ʁʱʽɥऀȠᠭȦȪȹȗȢɛșȽʊɮʔʩʍɹȽᚐӦɥᠭȦȪȹȗȞȽȤɟɃȽɜȽȗȻȫɑȪȲǿ
Ǵ Dr. Yumiko Tanaka
From the discussions by the social entrepreneurs on the panel today, I believe what is essential for gender-responsive social
entrepreneurship is to have strong conviction and will for solving social problems surrounding women and creating new ways of
working and living for women.
I think it has also become clear through the discussions, which was followed by questions and answers on the ﬂoor, that it is highly
important to eliminate discriminatory policies and systems against women, to visualize hidden gender-related problems so that we
can tackle them. We also reaﬃrmed the importance of strengthening partnerships among actors including governments, donors, civil
society groups and the private sector, which have diﬀerent expertise and knowledge. Increasing investment in the initiatives and actions
aiming at tackling gender challenges and expanding opportunities for women and girls is of course necessary to bring changes.
There have been many innovative inclusive businesses developed in many diﬀerent sectors, however, I would like to point out that
gender challenges are not necessarily well addressed with high enough priority. I would like to invite you all present here, to take
dynamic action together to bring innovation with a strong will in order to achieve transformative change, thereby making a better
world in which women and girls can unleash their full potential.
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